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Papa Abel Remembers — The Tale of A Band of Booksellers

by Richard Abel  (Aged Independent Learner) <rabel@easystreet.com>

This tale begins in the Spring of 1944. The author had enrolled the previous Fall as a freshman at Reed College. It was difficult for the college to find the help to both perform the janitorial and other duties incident to running a residential school and to pay much for such help. So, the college instituted a Labor Draft in which all residential students were obliged to perform some stipulated number of hours of such chores at the rate of 25¢/hour. As a freshman I was assigned the washing of the breakfast kitchen pans every morning beginning at 7:00 AM until all were washed and stored. If any reader believes that a late-to-bed-late-to-arise individual, working in greasy water to above the elbows, could readily complete such a job in time to make the first class beginning at 9:00 AM in any kind of mentally alert state of mind and prepared to learn they have not tried to play that game.

Several desperate avenues of inquiry elicited the fact that one might change jobs if another opening could be found. I started scouring the Reed College Coop staff for dropouts. As good fortune would have it a junior dropped out to transfer to another college, as was a common stratagem to avoid the lengthy, written Junior Qualification exams to be emulated by good librarians. Yet Ms. Clayton did not arrange for placing her collection in a library (The New York Times, 14 December 2006).

9. A DLB editorial board member has been donating the volumes to the Rutland, Vermont, public library for a decade. On 19 July 2006 he received this message from librarian Paula Baker: “We are trimming down our reference collection in a very large way this year and will not be able to collect future volumes in the Gale literature series.” She didn’t even get the title right. Her note was written on a card with the printed slogan Get Connected!

10. On 25 October 2006 the Thomson Corporation announced that it was selling Thomson Learning — including Gale Research — in order to get out of the library reference book business. CEO Richard Harrington stated: “After the sale of Thomson Learning, the vast majority of our sales will come from electronic products and services with recurring revenues that are currently growing at high rates.” Is that what reference librarians want? The bidding starts at five billion dollars in January 2007.
understanding other books, take one’s time to read beyond the assigned chapters, etc. I thought one should possess these basic cultural texts on one’s own shelves as routine intellectual resources, not simply for the undergraduate years but as the foundation for the building of a personal library. However the Coop, exceeding all reasonable expectations, offered no such learning/intellectual help. As a child who had mined out the Great Falls Public Library and who had later as an adolescent, spent considerable time on the family cattle ranch, struggled to learn about the books that had shaped the Western mind and then to acquire them — this seemed more than passing strange.

At Reed this tyro found a mine of bibliographic knowledge in the faculty. They were not simply prepared to open the full array of the intellectual riches long sought and previously captured only in bits and pieces but to help guide a still-being-shaped, self-trained mind to a more profound level of understanding of the substance of these riches. So, why wasn’t the Coop loaded with these books? There was shelf space for a fair inventory and there was money in the bank to finance such an inventory. Curious indeed to this newly inductee clerk.

When approached with these questions and presented with a plan for converting the Coop into a general, retail, college bookstore, the manager agreed to such a move. But only if I assumed full responsibility for ordering, managing, and selling a small inventory, and fully replenishing the bank account by the end of the Spring semester. So, I had at it with a will. A close scrutiny of the “Green Pig,” the collection of publishers’ lists bound in either two or three massive volumes and published by Bowker, led to placing small orders to Random House for selected volumes of the Modern Library and the Lifetime Library and to Knopf for a handful of titles.

Within the week of receipt this tentative stock was completely sold out. This routine was followed by several iterations that Spring, the orders progressively increasing the number of titles being brought in. At the end of the semester the bookshelves were bare and the bank held rather considerably more money than had been employed. I had employed neither plan for the inventory nor any vision of either what a good small bookstore should stock or what kind of an image such a store should present to Reed students. I simply ordered books I had become acquainted with in the bunkhouse at the ranch or in the unfolding months of the Humanities 11 class.

This performance was capped by being named the Coop manager for the next academic year with the understanding that I would close the books of account for the year just completed. Knowing nothing about even the simplest practices of bookkeeping that summer was a painful exercise in learning on the job.

I returned to the campus several weeks early the following Fall to order not simply the required textbooks, supplies, and toiletries but the much more substantial list of books intended for general sale. The business worked out better than expected — my problem had become one of ordering more titles, larger quantities of stocked titles, and more frequent reordering to avoid the new phenomenon of going out-of-stock. This pattern was pursued for the next two years. The Coop carried an increasing inventory of books for general sale — the store had rapidly growing monetary resources for financing of inventory — and was now open for four to five hours a day to accommodate growing sales. In my Senior year the demands on my time for researching and writing the Senior Thesis obliged forgo the 40-hour weeks devoted to affairs of the Coop for the previous two years. These hours were beyond those required to turn in a satisfactory academic performance — I was a busy undergraduate, but one who could make it on three to four hours of sleep toward morning. So I fell back to the role of book buyer under the management of a new student manager. By this time the Coop was open eight hours a day and had to be moved to larger quarters containing a greatly augmented number of shelves to display the ever-growing inventory.

Upon graduation I thought I had closed the book on a life in the world of the book-trade and eagerly looked forward to graduate school — and in time opening a new book as a professor of Medieval and Renaissance English History.